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► C O L I N  M I L L E R

Though broad in scope and widely used, targeted 
temperature management technologies can sometimes 
be overlooked by investors because the space has been 
dominated by low-tech products. But greater nuance and 
expanded applications continue to drive development and 
investment in unserved product areas. Now, COVID-19 
represents a possible boom in relevance for TTM, as 
both warming and cooling methods can benefit 
patients at various stages of treatment.  
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Degrees of Separation
Core body temperature is one of four classically-

recognized vital signs in both healthy and sick patients, 
and its regulation is crucial to overall well-being and proper 
bodily function. Since the time of Hippocrates, who would 
place cold mud on wounded soldiers in the battlefield to 
extend their chances of survival or recovery, therapeutic 
cooling (otherwise known as therapeutic hypothermia) has 
been known to combat ischemic tissue damage, bacterial 
infection, and other complications resulting from illness, injury, 
or surgery. 

The benefits of targeted temperature management, or TTM, 
are not limited to cooling, either. Ample evidence suggests 
that warming methods can offer protection from viral infection 
as well as provide a supportive safety measure when using 
cold applications. 

Though broad in scope and widely used, TTM technologies 
can sometimes be overlooked by investors because the 
space is dominated by low-tech products like ice packs 
and warming blankets. There has been M&A activity in 
the space, including Zoll Medical Corp.’s purchase of 
the intravascular management assets of Alsius Corp. (May 
2009), the purchase of therapeutic hypothermia pioneer 
Medivance by CR Bard (in 2011), and more recently, 
Belmont Instrument LLC’s purchase of Israel-based 
Mennen Medical Ltd. (2018). While signaling strategic 
interest, in many cases exits have also highlighted the 
difficulties start-ups have had in gaining sustainable funding. 

Thus, while clinical evidence has validated the therapeutic 
benefits of temperature management, perhaps the 

combination of low selling prices, competing 

devices, and plurality of possible indications under which to 
apply for regulatory clearance has impeded the progress of 
fledgling companies. At this point in time, a solution must be 
significantly faster, more effective, and/or more comfortable 
to patients to stand out, since most means of temperature 
change are well-known within the field. The start-ups we 
discuss below have in fact set out to meet those higher hurdles. 

Now COVID-19 represents a possible boom in relevance 
for TTM, as both warming and cooling methods can benefit 
patients at various stages of treatment. Viruses tend to perish 
under the stress of a hyperthermic environment, with even 
slightly raised temperatures impeding their abilities to infect 
cells and replicate. To soothe the excruciating respiratory 
symptoms of the coronavirus, Qool Therapeutics Inc., 
discussed below, can cool the lungs directly and mitigate 
inflammation. In particularly advanced cases of fever, other 
cooling devices can help stabilize body temperature and 
slow damage to vital tissues including the brain.

In recent years, several technologies have emerged in the 
TTM space, with common approaches being intravenous 
fluid infusion, wearables with liquid circulating through 
them to transfer heat through skin contact, and treated air. 
Large company interest in these solutions has been strong, 
according to executives we spoke with and will likely 
increase as patients continue to be affected en masse by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

Greater nuance and expanded applications continue to 
drive development and demonstrate unserved product 
areas. For example, Medtronic plc offers a range of 
warming products such as blankets and probes, but lacks 
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the cooling portfolio Zoll Medical has built, leaving room on 
both sides for further acquisition. Currently in varying stages 
of development, there are many start-ups with innovative TTM 
concepts ready to claim their share of the market and make 
their exit to larger entities in order to reach the most patients 
possible. We have interviewed a select number of them, out of 
a growing list (see Figure 1). 

Qool Therapeutics:  
Rapid, Safe Cooling from Within
Founded in 2005 by Amir Belson, MD, a serial medtech 
entrepreneur who has founded many companies across 
various clinical categories (including NeoGuide Systems Inc., 
Vascular Pathways Inc., ZipLline Medical Inc., Emboline Inc. 

Company Name Applications Solution Funding Commercialized?

Cryothermic 
Solutions

(Chagrin Falls, OH)

Field applications 
such as heat 
stroke in sports 
and firefighter 
rehab as well 
as in ICU and 
emergency room 
settings

The Cryo Cooling Pack, applied to the 
carotid triangle region of the neck, removes 
heat from the body’s blood supply and can 
achieve 3◦ of cooling in just 20 minutes 
using a proprietary, pressure-activated 
coolant that is 15◦ colder than standard ice 
packs.

$2M from 
Jumpstart, 
several angel 
groups, and 
other investors Yes

Catalina Pharma

(Davis, CA)

Anesthesia- 
Induced 
hypothermia

A pharmaceutical agent containing a 
TRPV-1 agonist warms a patient’s body 
while sedated.

$100K;

Self-funded No

Mercury Biomed

(Cleveland, OH)

Stroke, TBI, 
surgical infection

The Smart Temperature Management 
System uses the body’s “natural thermostat” 
to induce bloodflow to the extremities, 
on which warm or cold water-circulating 
polymer sleeves are placed.

$1.75M from 
NIH grants

No

BrainCool 

(Lund, Sweden)

Neurogenic fever, 
cardiac arrest, 
stroke, migraine

The BrainCool system (sold under the name 
iQool in the US) feeds a non-toxic coolant 
from a central console to pads worn by the 
patient on key energy zones. 

€3M from 
Horizon 2020, 
a European 
innovation 
group

Yes

Seiratherm

(Herzogenaurach, 
Germany)

Neurology, 
cardiac arrest, 
sepsis, peri-
operative 
regulation

The tempedy temperature management 
system relies on peripheral-intravenous fluid 
infusions to control body temperature. 

€350K from 
Bayern Kapital, 
High Tech 
Gruenderf-onds 
& more

Yes

Neuron Guard

(Modena, Italy)

Acute brain 
damage

The Neuron Guard portable collar 
electronically cools the neck, protecting the 
brain after physiologically traumatic events 
and recording biometric data for EMS and 
medical responders. 

€656K in 
investment 
capital from 
A11 Venture 
and others

No
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and Radiaction Ltd.) California-based Qool Therapeutics 
Inc. is tackling the task of expedient temperature reduction  
by cooling an area to which all blood eventually flows—the 
lungs. It can thus take advantage of their large surface area, 
high rate of circulation, and direct blood pathways to the  
heart and brain.

Unlike many other therapies that involve either external devices 
or the introduction of cooled fluids into the bloodstream via 
a catheter, the Qool Therapeutic System allows physicians 
to intubate patients normally using a specially designed 
endotracheal tube that administers an aerosol of frozen 
saline particles inside the lungs. As the particles hit the walls 
of the lungs, they cool the blood that has entered the lungs 
for oxygenation. This freshly-cooled blood then flows to the 
heart and brain before going anywhere else, bringing down 
body temperature between 2-5◦ overall in order to curtail 
inflammation, cell damage, and cell oxygen requirements. 

Qool’s CEO Beverly Huss also notes that frozen particles are 
three times more effective at removing heat energy than liquids at 
the same temperature because the saline undergoes two phase 
changes, from solid into liquid and again into gas, using more of 
the body’s energy to cool it down.

The principle of therapeutic hypothermia is already a well-
established protective adjunct in vascular neurosurgery, aortic 
aneurysm repair, and cardiovascular surgery. Now, Huss says 
the most compelling indication for the company’s solution 
is acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) as a result of 
COVID-19, and that future indications will likely include sepsis 
and stroke. Additional applications include sports recovery for 
athletes and other awake patients.

In animal studies thus far, Qool Therapeutics has been able to 
prove both the speed of its cooling method and the safety of the 
procedure, with bronchoscopic images and histology showing 
no lasting trauma to the lungs, trachea, or other organs. As an 
added precaution, oxygenation levels in swine models were 
measured every 15 minutes, confirming no adverse effects on 
blood oxygen content. 

Having staked out the market for a number of years before 
commencing Qool Therapeutics’ operations full-swing, 
experienced entrepreneur Belson was able to develop a robust 
patent portfolio and strategically wait for the growth of the TTM 
market to become a more fertile landscape for physician and 
investor interest.

One major challenge that any TTM company dealing with cooling 
must be able to overcome is shivering. When a patient shivers 
as a natural response to a drop in temperature, it undermines 
everything that therapeutic hypothermia is meant to accomplish 

by increasing metabolic load and calorie burn as well as drawing 
oxygen to muscles rather than to the heart and brain. 

Because ARDS patients will be sedated, shivering is expected to 
be a non-issue for Qool’s solution if human results are consistent 
with observations in animal studies. Furthermore, while Huss 
admits that central catheters like the one Zoll offers are capable 
of faster cooling than common cooling pads, the treatment 
is more invasive, interrupts the flow of care, and requires an 
anticoagulant to be administered for safety. By contrast, the 
Qool Therapeutic System fits in the natural orifice of the trachea, 
still cools rapidly, and doesn’t delay primary care. Its design has 
been overseen by an esteemed clinical advisory board including 
individuals from Stanford, Harvard, Duke, and the University of 
Miami.

Marketing plans for the Qool Therapeutic System, which 
comprises a hardware console, software for the production 
and delivery of saline, and disposable tubes, address the areas 
where hospitals use cooling the most: the OR, ER, and ICU. 
The hardware unit will be sold as capital equipment while the 
disposable tubes will be a recurring income source. 

In addition to $18.7 million in investment from AngelMD, 
BioPacific Investors, FundRx, and others over the course of 
one financing round plus one convertible note, the company 
has obtained a grant from the Defense Innovation Unit of the 
US military to fund its efforts, suggesting that a battlefield 
application may be somewhere in the pipeline. 

With COVID-19 still an active pandemic, this technology could 
be instrumental in treating the inflammatory response known as 

The most compelling indication  
for the company’s solution is acute 
respiratory distress syndrome 
(ARDS) as a result of COVID-
19, and future indications will 
likely include sepsis and stroke. 
Additional applications include 
sports recovery for athletes and 
other awake patients.
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the cytokine storm, which occurs as a result of COVID-19. Huss 
looks forward to beginning clinical trials with patients as soon 
as possible, and to presenting the results to the FDA for 510(k) 
clearance.

CoolTech:  
Taking Surface Cooling to the Air
Not every entity in this space is using something cold to 
draw heat from the body. Baltimore-based CoolTech LLC is 
capitalizing on one of humans’ natural energy outlets, the highly 
vascularized mucous membranes known as the nasal turbinates. 

CoolTech has developed a novel device, called the CoolStat, 
that cools with nothing more than room-temperature air. 
CoolStat simply blows ambient air into a single-use nasal mask 
worn by the patient, with a replaceable desiccant cartridge 
built into the hardware to ensure that incoming air is devoid of 
moisture (see Figure 2). 

As the air passes over the nasal turbinates, moisture particles 
on their surface evaporate, using body heat as the energy 
source to support this phase change. This is exactly what the 
turbinates and upper airway do every day as part of the body’s 
normal physiology, i.e., condition incoming air, but the CoolStat 
leverages the energy transfer effect by increasing the air flow 
rate to the patient.  

The dry air from the CoolStat goes into the nose and comes 
out of the patient’s mouth, which essentially tricks the body 
into using its energy to perform the conditioning process. In a 
clinical setting, the process can be used to remove about 100 
watts of energy from the patient, which safely and efficiently 
lowers patients’ temperatures. The device also has a closed-
loop control system, so it can dial-in and hold whatever target 
temperature is desired.

The CoolStat is being designed to treat a range of indications, 
including neurogenic or central fever, which can develop 
subsequent to a stroke, traumatic brain injury, seizure, or 
metabolic encephalopathy, as well as cooling post sudden 
cardiac arrest, and even migraine. The initial indication being 
pursued by CoolTech is neurogenic fever, with migraine likely 
to follow. 

Between these target indications, CoolTech CEO Brian Lipford 
estimates over 11 million annual events in the US wherein 
CoolStat could be utilized. He believes the TTM market is “ripe 
for disruption” considering the absence of a solution that doesn’t 
require surgery or sedation, doesn’t trigger a shivering response 
in awake patients, and is fully portable. CoolStat fulfills all three 
of these criteria with its small, lightweight system (about 12 lbs), 
at a fraction of the cost of other TTM devices. 

The treatment mechanism for migraine differs slightly from that 
for neurogenic fever, but it still relies on the local extraction of 
energy in the turbinates by way of a phase change. During 
a migraine, the sphenopalatine ganglion (SPG), a bundle of 
nerves in the back of the upper airway, mediates function of 
trigeminal nerve fibers where the pain signals originate. The 
CoolStat’s high-flow dry air (in one nostril and out the other) 
cools the local tissue, including the SPG, soothing the trigeminal 
nerves over the course of a five- to 10-minute therapy session. 

With more than five million Americans prescribed drugs to 
prevent or treat migraines, sometimes three to six prescriptions 
at a time, and many of them dissatisfied with their efficacy or 
side effects, Lipford sees a potential addressable market of $20 
billion for this application of CoolTech’s technology.

The company has run some feasibility testing in migraine 
sufferers, which has shown significant reduction in pain. Initial 
stages of commercialization planning for migraine have already 
begun, with the recent approval of an IDE study at Johns 
Hopkins. 

Pending encouraging results, Lipford says a new, handheld 
version of the device could be in the works, eventually leading 
to an in-home solution. So far, the company has raised $6 
million in equity and $4 million in NIH grants, which has brought 
it to the clinical trial phase with plans to submit a 510(k) de novo 

Figure 2

Transnasal Evaporative Cooling

Source: CoolTech
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indication to the FDA for neurogenic fever, however the study is 
on hold for now due to COVID-19.

Lipford was quick to give credit to Key Technologies Inc., 
which developed the CoolStat device for his company. “I knew 
what the device needed to do, but there were lots of technical 
and implementation challenges. They developed the device from 
soup to nuts, with full design controls, over the course of about 
one year, including multiple VOC and usability studies. They 
have been a really great design partner.”

Attune Medical:  
A Versatile Solution for Variable Use
“What I want as a practicing ER physician right on the front lines 
is a device that adapts well to work flow, minimizes unnecessary 
complexity, and enables more functionality in patient treatment,” 
says Erik Kulstad, MD, emergency physician, Co-founder and 
CMO of Attune Medical as well as inventor of its debut 
product, ensoETM. Previously unveiled under the company name 
Advanced Cooling Therapy, ensoETM employs proprietary 
esophageal silicon tubes operated using existing heat exchange 

units like the Altrix and Medi-Therm from Stryker Corp., and 
the Blanketrol from Gentherm Inc. By circulating water at a 
predetermined temperature (between 4◦ and 42◦) through the 
esophageal tubes in proximity to the heart, the system can raise 
or lower core body temperature.

While cooling can be useful for any of the conditions mentioned 
earlier, warming may have its place too, particularly when 
fighting infectious disease. Viruses, including COVID-19, tend 
to be impeded from function at warmer temperatures than 
those to which they’re acclimated, so raising body temperature 
by one or two degrees may make a substantial impact on 
viral ability to enter cells and replicate, thereby shortening 
the duration of illness. Weakening the virus and boosting the 
immune system in this way may also reduce lung damage and 
improve mortality odds, according to a randomized, controlled 
trial for active warming on infection recently completed at 
Washington University that supports Attune’s therapeutic intent. 
Like Qool Therapeutics, the company is actively targeting ARDS, 
particularly related to COVID-19, and currently hoping to 
construct a study that will help expedite commercialization. 

Figure 1 
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Beyond defense against pathogens, warming patients to 
maintain or induce normothermia can also be beneficial for 
keeping burn victims warm before skin grafts and preventing 
unintended hypothermia in general surgery. Warming is 
also used to protect the esophagus and nearby tissues from 
the effects of cryoablation when performed to treat atrial 
fibrillation. Conversely, if radiofrequency ablation is performed, 
the ensoETM’s cooling capabilities can mitigate heat damage to 
the esophagus transmitted from the atrial wall of the heart. 

At present, the only contraindications for the ensoETM 
are pediatric patients, since the device is sized for adults, 
and patients with pre-existing esophageal pathologies or 
esophagectomies. Though Attune has submitted a specific FDA 
clearance request for the electrophysiology applications via 
the 510(k) de novo pathway, all other usages of whole-body 
warming cooling are on-label for the ensoETM and do not 
require new clearances. 

If cross-functional use in temperature management is ensoETM’s 
strongest suit, its second strongest would be simplicity and ease 
of use. The device connects easily to heat exchanger systems 
that most hospitals already have at their disposal, preventing 
the need to purchase new or additional capital equipment. 
Moreover, Kulstad says current users report saving 50% of what 
they would otherwise spend on disposable components and 
over $600 on anti-shivering medications, on average. 

The device is currently FDA approved via the de novo pathway, 
with hardware variations adapted to different heat exchangers 
on the market now also approved via 510(k) clearance 
pathways. Attune has raised over $22 million as of its Series 
C round and is launching a convertible note offering targeting 
another $2-4 million to support continued growth of the 
electrophysiology side of the business as elective procedures 
move back to the mainstream as the pandemic subsides.

The resurgence of TTM is probably most apparent from 
clinical publications, which particularly support therapeutic 
hypothermia for cardiopulmonary and neurocritical care. The 
need for careful titration of treatment and acute mediation 
of potential side effects may act as a barrier to entry for 
companies without a sufficiently thorough method attached 
to their devices to validate proofs of concept. Because the 
potential market for any successful TTM solution is so vast, each 
representing multiple common indications, the path to impact 
maximization for most of these companies likely looks like an 
acquisition by the large strategics with the supply chains and 
distribution channels already in place to put these start-ups’ 
devices in clinics around the world.  
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